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Absttoct-A mew method of one-way image匪ansmission through a払ick dyn血c disto地was

demo:互且S飯鹿遁wi蝕o血a reference beam弧d a four-wave m氾ng process. In払is me払od,払ere are on且y

one objecをbeam and one samp玉顔g beam. The response血e ofぬe photore:鮎cdve crysta且must be

m硯C鮎且ongerぬamぬe鮎C触a由on period of払e dynamic disto頭er.馳usぬe crystal responds on旦y to the

由me-averaged i血ens東砂pa洗em of蝕e rapidly varying objec沌earn. The recons飯ucted images with

high-fide且i吋are picked up using蝕e photore鮎cdve fanning e;飽ct･

馳e鮎o且0graphy and real-time four-wave mixing

(肝腎沼覗) have been used　餌　ome-way image

もransmAssion through inhomogeneous media　餌

many yea:訂S.払most o銅hese m曲ods,也e distorter

musもbe a蝕血one, namely,蛇shou且d be a phase

obje離離亀e FWM m離era且.宜maging蝕gough a thick

dynamic distorte摘as been a且so demonsもr離ed us旦ng

s且ow response m離;ena且S.払　血s Le洗er, we

demons飯ated a new me血od to perform one-way

im喝e transmission蝕甘ough a thick dynamic distorter

such as也e触rbule:血醜mosphere, in which no

re鮎ence beam is訂equired.

臨血s meぬod the response time of the crystaHs

m且Ch且onger蝕ai也e　鮎C餌ation period of the

disto頭eT.馳e crys臨且responds on且yもoぬe time-

averaged i摘easily pattern, it does not "see 'the

rapidly vaiyi喝intensity pa放em. The time-averaged

血ensity pa放ern can be considered as a super-

position of蝕e undistorted image and an approximate

払omogeneous noise background, namely, the

maximum time-averaged血ensity pa放em has the

sp離ia且inform離ion of　也e　Ⅵ皿distorted image.

Rece鵬且y we proposed a new incoherent-to-coherent

conve蕗er , in which蝕e tr弧smission of血e cohereⅠ嘘

beam increases with increasing intensity of払e

mcoherent beam. We used this property to pick up

也.e undistorted image倉om a noise background and

demonstrate　蝕at one-way image transmission

払rough a血ck dynamic distorte:訂can be carried out

wi血0滴a reference beam or a FWM process.

The experimenta且setup was schematically

p且O翫d in Fig.且. A cw doub且ed Nd:YVO4 laser

ope耶紙ing at 532 mn was used as蝕e tr弧smitting and

rece且Vmg且ig餌source. Although general na血汀aHlght

beam is principally available for蝕e object beam ⅠO,

a laser beam from the Nd:YVO4 laser with an

ordinary-po且arization and a diameter of 6 mm was

used for an Ⅰo beam in洩is work. After it passed

挽rough the U.S. Air Force reso旭ion chart RC, Ⅰo

bore血e spatia且information of the image ofRC.馳e

せransmi耽ing and receiving telescopes were composed

ofL且　L2, L3 and L4, respec扇vely. The distance

between L2 and L3 was 800 mm. Two 1200 W

electronic fan-heaters p且aced between L2 and L3

were used to generate hot air, which acted as a

dynamic distor血g medium. The tota互Iength of the

distorting medium along the propagating direction of

蝕e objecもbeam was - 550 mm, which was much

longer蝕an the collection optics dep洩of field (-

4mm). Therefore it shou旦d be completely considered

as a thick distorter. The measured turbulence

盟岨血ation period of the hot air was round about 10

ms. The photorefractive crystal was a Ce:BaTiO,

which had dimensions of7.38 mm x 7.22 mm x 6.34

mm and with the c-axis along the 7.38-mm edge. In

払e receiving side the sampling beam互　which was a

co且且imated uniform laser beam from the Nd:YVO,

laser, had an extraordinary-polarization and a

diameter of 6 mm. Ⅰt was mi血ally-incoherent with

Ⅰo because the path difference between them was

RC LI L2 Distorter Ml

bn n tt警200mm , 600mm

‡S-蒜 Crystal BS[̂ 200mm 一L夫L4 L3A

lW 0警 iS,鰐Ⅰ代 600mm
2

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. Lenses

LI and L4 have a focal length of200 mm; lenses L2

and L3 have a focal length of 400 mm. Ml, M2,

mirrors. Other abbreviations are de負ned m text.
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much且onger也an也e coherent le喝蝕ofthe且aser.艶

should be noted也at in fact也e object beam and the

sampli喝beam c弧come倉om two di飽rent light

sources, respectively.互s and ‡o were incident upon

也e crystal coaxiaUy by a beam splitter BS血order

to obtain a high reso且血on.馳e external incident

ang且e was 25c. The cry威al was located at也e focal

p且ane ofL4 and也e U.S. Air Force reso旭ion chart

RC was皿aged on也e ciystaヱby丑.l, L2, L3, and L4

wi血也e same size as血e original object. A polarized

beam sp血er was used to separate也e object beam五〇

弧d也e o噸ut sampli喝beam ⅠS.馳e photographs

of也e tmnsmitted image弧d也e reconstructed image

were taken倉om a screen or a CCD camera system.

First we demon醜rated血e image reconstruction

usl喝也e experimental setup of Fig. 1. Because of

血e strong　触i喝　e免et of也e crysta呈,也e

transmission of也e samp血.g beam互s was very small.

閣亀en we used也e object beam Io, winch bore a

dynamically distorted image of the U.S. Air Force

reso旭ion chart, to erase也e鮎ni喝gratings,曲e

o坤ut intensity pattern of the s即np且ing beam was

modulated by Io selectively. The o噸Iit intensity of
互s should increase in proportion to也e tune-averaged

intensity o:銅o over a period, as a result,血e o噸ut

maximum血ensity pattern of Is bore血e sp如ial

information of the maximum time-averaged intens元y

pa放:em of Io. According to the previous discussion,

也e maximum血.e-averaged intensity pa嘉em in也e

object beam shou且d bear也e spatia且informatio;孤 Of

蝕e un.distorted image.恥S也e ol噸uH should bear

也e spa由al informatio:孤 Of蝕e undistorted image. By

using a CCD camera t:o detect也e o坤ut sampling

beam也e recons如cted image could be recorded.

馳ii the i頭ensky of蝕e object beam lo and也e

sampling beam亙　were 150 mW/cm and 34

mW/cm , respec扇vely,也e estab畳ishing and eras且ng

野Ig. 2. P払otographs of

亀e　触ansni如;ed image

(a) beぬre and (b) a鹿er

也fi disto沌:er was tnmed

孤(c)馳e reco:mStmet-

ed image.
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Fig. 3. Resolution of也e reconstructed image versus

P.馳e solid curve is a guide for也e eye.

血ュe of fanning were 6.4 s and且.3 s, respectively,

which were much longer地肌也e鮎C餌ation period

of也e distorter. The transmitted images borne by也e

object beam on也e crystal before弧d a鮎r也e

distorter was turned on were shown in Fig. 2 (a) and

匝), respectively.艶cam be seen触也e original

image was b且nixed餌By by血e dynamic distorter. By

using也e s且ow responding characteristic of也e

crysta呈,也.e reconstructed image with a high

reso旭ion was ob也ined and shown in Fig. 2 (c).

馳en we虫Xed也e intensity o銅o at且50 mW/cnf

and changed也,e intensity of ls to measure the

reso且血om Of也e reconstructed im喝e, as shown in

Fig. 3, in which /?is亀e血ensity ratio ofIo to互S.艶

C弧be seen也aL也e recons庖noted im喝e had a high

reso旭ion over a且arge r弧ge ofβ　When j3became

small, noises and unstability increased evide鵡且y.

払summary, we demons触ated a new method to

perform one-way image触ansmissio:皿蝕rough a血ck

dynamic distorter without a reference beam and a

FWM process.払血s meぬod,也ere are only o:me

objecもbeam弧d one samp且ing beam. The respo:mss

もime of也e photore:鮎ctive crys臨且musもbe mu血

且anger蝕弧也e鮎血融ion period o宮地e軸amic

distorter. Thus蝕e crysta拍espomds onlyもo也e息raie-

averaged血ens桓p在比em of血耶ick且y va画g

object beam.醤y use ofぬe photore:鮎血ve触i喝

e晩成,蝕eもime-average適地ensity p弧em of也e

object beam mo血豆融es　也e触amsmiss豆om Of蝕e

samp姐mg beam dire鵡且y. As a res地,亀e o哩血

samp姐ng beam bears也e sp離ial inform;戚ion o宮地e

硯ndisto蛇ed image.恕y us且ng　伽s method

訂eCOmS触岨cted images with hig臨場de且画have be孤

obtained.
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